
AP ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION 

 
Students taking AP English Language and Composition (AP Lang) at Las Lomas High 

School are being asked to complete the following assignments. This work will be due the 

second week of school.. 

 

 

Dear AP Language and Composition Scholar: 

This summer assignment offers students a myriad of choice and the ability to pace the work over 

time; know that the AP Language Team has deeply considered all of the reasons why a summer 

assignment should be part of this AP course, and that we understand, as well, the value of down time 

that we all need. 

The skills we are asking you to use for this assignment are important to the course, and the tasks will 

enable us to launch into the year with a good measure of steam. You will notice that we have not 

asked you to write an essay—another aspect of the summer assignment that we have carefully 

considered. Student writing will be assessed the first week of school with an in-class essay. 

 

This document was carefully constructed to be self-explanatory, and part of the task is the ability to 

follow clearly defined instructions. However, should questions arise, you may contact Mrs. Greer at 

jgreer@auhsdschools.org or Mrs. Rigisich at lrigisich@auhsdschools.org  

 

See you in August! 

-The AP Language Team 

 

Summer Reading and Writing Assignment Two-Part Assignment 

Part ONE: SUMMER MEMOIR STUDY 

Part TWO: THREE COLUMNISTS with SIX RHETORICAL PRECIS  

 

Part ONE: SUMMER MEMOIR STUDY 

  

The memoir is a genre of nonfiction in which a writer composes a narrative from personal 

experience. Choose one memoir from the list below or choose a memoir of your liking, and finish 

reading your selection prior to the start of the school year. In the first weeks of AP Lang, you will 

complete a written assignment based on this memoir. As you read this summer, use annotation 

strategies that will enhance your comprehension and analysis of the text. Consider not only 

what the writer is saying, but also how: how does the writer craft this text to be meaningful and 

purposeful? What lasting impressions and understandings do you emerge with having read this 

memoir? 
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List of Memoir Options (or find any memoir that interests you): 

Colored People, Henry Louis Gates 

The Woman Warrior, Maxine Hong Kingston 

This Boy’s Life, Tobias Wolff 

The Duke of Deception, Geoffrey Wolff 

In Patagonia, Bruce Chatwin 

Out of Africa, Isaak Dinesen 

An American Childhood, Annie Dillard 

Hand To Mouth: A Chronicle of Early Failure, Paul Auster 

The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down, Anne Fadiman 

Naked, David Sedaris 

A Hope in the Unseen, Ron Suskind 

West with the Night, Beryl Markham Growing Up, Russell Baker 

Hunger of Memory, Richard Rodriguez Angela’s Ashes, Frank McCourt 

A Monk Swimming, Malachy McCourt 

 

The Road From Coorain, Jill Ker Conway 

The Color of Water, James McBride  

The Autobiography of Malcolm X  

Speak, Memory, Vladimir Nabokov  

Reading Lolita in Tehran, Azar Nafisi  

Life on the Mississippi, Mark Twain 

 

Content - WHAT is communicated Form - HOW this information is communicated 



 

Part TWO: Syndicated Columnist Assignment 
 

This part of the summer reading assignment provides students with a measure of choice, and is 

intended to allow them to spread the work over the course of a few weeks, although this 

assignment may also be completed in less time by using archived material. Students are to select 

three columnists from the list below and read two articles by the same columnist, writing a 

rhetorical précis (pronounced “pray-see”) for  each article using the guide provided. A brief 

biography of each columnist is provided (most are quoted or paraphrased from the 

corresponding newspaper site); students may wish to read one sample article from several 

writers listed below before settling on the three columnists who will be central to completing this 

assignment. A diverse selection of columnists has been provided; additional suggestions are 

welcomed. 

 
 

ASSIGNMENT OVERVIEW 
Your Six Precis: 

(1) Select three syndicated columnists from the list provided below 

(2) Read two articles from each of the three columnists 

(3) Compose a four sentence rhetorical précis (see directions below) for 
each of the six articles  

(4) A printed copy of your six precis are due the first day of class, or be 
prepared to upload to turn it in.com 

 

This is an individual assignment: Each rhetorical precis must be the authentic 
work of the student. You will be submitting this assignment to Turnitin.com. 
Academic honesty and integrity are an expectation of this course. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Do not accept not knowing what is knowable. When you encounter an unfamiliar word in your reading, 
LOOK IT UP! 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Rhetorical Precis 
 

 
Sentence 4: 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
  

 
 

 

 


